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Introduction 

This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 1609.4-2010, IEEE Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments 
(WAVE)—Multi-channel Operation. 

A WAVE system is a radio communications system intended to provide seamless, interoperable services to 
transportation. These services include those recognized by the U.S. National Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS) Architecture [B3]a and many others contemplated by the automotive and transportation 
infrastructure industries. These services include vehicle-to-roadside communication, vehicle-to-vehicle 
communications, and potentially communication among other devices. Multi-channel operation provides 
medium-access channel (MAC)-layer enhancements to the capabilities standardized in IEEE Std 802.11p.b 
This is but one component in the overall WAVE architecture, which is described in IEEE P1609.0. 

Notice to users 

Laws and regulations 

Users of these documents should consult all applicable laws and regulations. Compliance with the 
provisions of this standard does not imply compliance to any applicable regulatory requirements. 
Implementers of the standard are responsible for observing or referring to the applicable regulatory 
requirements. IEEE does not, by the publication of its standards, intend to urge action that is not in 
compliance with applicable laws, and these documents may not be construed as doing so.  

Copyrights 

This document is copyrighted by the IEEE. It is made available for a wide variety of both public and 
private uses. These include both use, by reference, in laws and regulations, and use in private self-
regulation, standardization, and the promotion of engineering practices and methods. By making this 
document available for use and adoption by public authorities and private users, the IEEE does not waive 
any rights in copyright to this document. 

Updating of IEEE documents 

Users of IEEE standards should be aware that these documents may be superseded at any time by the 
issuance of new editions or may be amended from time to time through the issuance of amendments, 
corrigenda, or errata. An official IEEE document at any point in time consists of the current edition of the 
document together with any amendments, corrigenda, or errata then in effect. In order to determine whether 
a given document is the current edition and whether it has been amended through the issuance of 
amendments, corrigenda, or errata, visit the IEEE Standards Association web site at 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/standards.jsp, or contact the IEEE at the address listed previously. 

For more information about the IEEE Standards Association or the IEEE standards development process, 
visit the IEEE-SA web site at http://standards.ieee.org. 

                                                 
a The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex A. 
b Information on references can be found in Clause 2. 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/standards.jsp�
http://standards.ieee.org/�
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Errata 

Errata, if any, for this and all other standards can be accessed at the following URL:  
http://standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/updates/errata/index.html. Users are encouraged to check this URL 
for errata periodically. 

Interpretations 

Current interpretations can be accessed at the following URL: http://standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/interp/ 
index.html. 

Patents 

Attention is called to the possibility that implementation of standard may require use of subject matter 
covered by patent rights. By publication of this standard, no position is taken with respect to the existence 
or validity of any patent rights in connection therewith. The IEEE is not responsible for identifying 
Essential Patent Claims for which a license may be required, for conducting inquiries into the legal validity 
or scope of Patents Claims or determining whether any licensing terms or conditions provided in 
connection with submission of a Letter of Assurance, if any, or in any licensing agreements are reasonable 
or non-discriminatory. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the validity of any 
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, is entirely their own responsibility. Further 
information may be obtained from the IEEE Standards Association. 
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IEEE Standard for Wireless Access in 
Vehicular Environments (WAVE)—
Multi-channel Operation 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This standard is not intended to ensure safety, security, health, or 
environmental protection. Implementers of the standard are responsible for determining appropriate 
safety, security, environmental, and health practices or regulatory requirements. 

This IEEE document is made available for use subject to important notices and legal disclaimers.  
These notices and disclaimers appear in all publications containing this document and may  
be found under the heading “Important Notice” or “Important Notices and Disclaimers  
Concerning IEEE Documents.” They can also be obtained on request from IEEE or viewed at 
http://standards.ieee.org/IPR/disclaimers.html. 

1. Overview 

1.1 Scope 

The scope of this standard is the specification of medium access control (MAC) sublayer functions and 
services that support multi-channel wireless connectivity between IEEE 802.11 Wireless Access in 
Vehicular Environments (WAVE) devices. 

1.2 Purpose 

To enable effective mechanisms that control the operation of upper layer data transfers across multiple 
channels, without requiring knowledge of physical layer (PHY) parameters, and describe the multi-channel 
operation channel routing and switching for different scenarios. 

1.3 Conformance 

Per the IEEE Style Manual [B1],1 this standard includes normative and informative information. Normative 
text may describe mandatory or optional features. A mandatory feature may have optional as well as 

                                                 
1 The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex A. 
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